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Did You Know That A "Black Nobility" World Government
Is Already In Power And Its "Constitution" Overrules Your

Constitution?
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This should be on every major news. It is not something new but it is the
biggest agenda running under any other agenda. This is the “Constitution”
of The New Word Global Government which is already in full power. 

(Pdf aavailable at the bottom left of the page)
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As I said in RING OF THE CABAL, the United Nations’ Charter is a dangerous document,
designed and settled by declared and proud Communist-Nazis. The charter is quite vicious and
doesn’t hide the ritualistic intentions of the satanic cabal. It is their public declaration of war
against humanity. Nobody knew because the media were silent and nobody reads or suspects
anything outside of the Mockingbird media.

As I see a universal pattern of pushing diversity, gender dysphoria, immigration, socialism,
racial wars, operating chemtrails severely, and the war on Christianity, it becomes clear that
there is an order, a command above any government that dictates new policies in which the
governments are OBLIGED to design laws aligned with those policies.

Look at the commercials, MTV, Hollywood, fashion industry, academic materials, and the
mainstream media. They all follow the same instructions.

Interestingly, YouTube commercial videos, fashion ads, business advertisements all have the
same message: global warming, diversity, gender dysphoria, immigration, socialism, racial wars
and the war on Christianity.

There is a blueprint for all governments, companies, celebrities to act upon or else.

Why should business managers who are not interested in politics follow the same rule?
Because there is a blueprint to obey or lose their business.

We have already covered Agenda 21 which is upgraded into Agenda 2030. We have also
covered Governance and similar “agreements,” but none of these have been taken seriously by
people

It is necessary to pay attention that these so-called “agreements” or “resolutions” which will
soon become the rule of law are made by the people who are not elected and have no
jurisdictional authority over us. In a brief explanation, what the United Nations is doing is
breeding a foundation where the governments individually commit themselves to the Charter.
International organizations, businesses, and so-called religious institutions immediately follow
the policies. Governments whether they really consider this personal commitment will be
necessary to bring about the societal transformation that the Charter requires or are part of the
plot, start to make rules aligned with the policies. Institutions follow governments and depending
on their identity politics, most of the time they go even further to please the international
policymakers. The mechanism acts as grassroots. The United Nations is not yet allowed or has
the authority to publicly make rules, so it makes “suggestions” and policies and governments
strangle themselves to please them.

What I found this time that proves my suspicion is something called “The Earth Charter
Initiative.”
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Approved in 2000 and designed by Maurice Strong, Mikhael Gorbachev and Robert Muller; ex-
Secretary General of the United Nations, “The Earth Charter Initiatives” is the New World
Order’s Constitution. This Constitution is the common core for world political and religious
leaders. The plan is to put all nations of the world under the United Nations by the meddling of
the United Nations while all religions of the world, through an inter-religious approach by the
Pope, will come under the Vatican which by itself is the United Nations tool. There will be a
turning point when the Pope will preach the religion of “love” and will sentence: “As long as we
live in peace and spread love, all religions are one no matter whom they worship”.
Perhaps Pope Francis’s upcoming trip to the United Arab Emirates on Feb 3, 2019. which is
the first time a Catholic Pope visits an Islamic country, is an official move to take this step. I
have had tips from my friends investigating the Vatican, that the Pope may even ask
forgiveness for the crusade wars from Islamic leaders.
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The Earth Charter Initiative doesn’t say there SHOULD be a world government for a, b, c,
reasons. The existence of the world government and its necessity has been decided in the
United Nations’ main Charter on the first day it was created, and all politicians have repeatedly
referred to it, and the infamous agenda 21, 2030, 2052 and the Global Governance 2025, are all
approved on the basis of their new world order. These agendas are written in a language that
the NWO already exists. The global government for the people ruling the United Nations is
definitive, it is the law, and there is no discussion nor a necessity to explain it to people. It is a
FACT that they have built their foundation on it.
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The United Nations is the world’s body of government which will be called Earth Government
and according to this “Constitution,” This Earth government will have its parliament, army,
monetary system, religion, forced governmental education system and rules that we almost
covered all of them in previous discussions.

Good faces putting on the front for the public consumption but the agenda and especially HOW
they are determined to push it forward reveals a vague plan. The Bahai international committee
is very involved in this.
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But what exact unite was responsible to produce this Earth Charter? The
answer is The Club of Rome.

There is an elite unit inside the United Nations created by the Black Nobility
of Europe: The Club of Rome. This is where the United Nations’ decisions
are made. The real think tank behind the United Nations. The Club of Rome
is the Commander in Chief for the United Nations.

The main manager of the Club of Rome was the main manager of the Earth Charter
Commission and it is no surprise to see he was David Rockefeller.

The Club of Rome was founded in 1968 at David Rockefeller‘s estate in Bellagio, Italy. It
describes itself as “a group of world citizens, sharing a common concern for the future of
humanity.” We very well know “a group of world citizens” means the highest ranks of the cabal
and “common concern” means the agenda against humanity which is a common interest for
them.

 

The Tri-Lateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations are in fact, the Public
Relations office of the Club of Rome.  I am sure you have heard a lot about the TLC and the
CFR as fearsome units but as dangerous as they may be, they are just Club of Rome’s
chambermaids. All founded by whom rather than David Rockefeller?
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 The Club of Rome within the United Nations
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The Club of Rome makes proposals which become policies but how do these “policies”
become our laws? Why schools and private organizations immediately regulate their policies to
fit their behavior into these “proposals”? How is that all countries follow the same pattern?? Do
you think it is accidental? Do you think people wake up in the morning and all of a sudden in
Australia, Canada, Europe, and America they think about transgender bathrooms? No. Nothing
is accidental. This is all engineered.

Take a look at their graphics:
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The focus of this article is on this fact that since 2000 that the Earth Charter has been approved
and even since 1992 when Maurice Strong started the negotiations to prepare the context, this
“constitution” has been already in power unofficially. Policies have been made in accordance,
and people have been “selected” to execute this long-term plan. Bill Clinton, Al Gore, Bill Gates
and Michael Gorbachev are all heads of The Club of Rome and auto-selected to please the
main cabal: The Vatican, The Royals and the Rockefeller-Rothschilds gang of the Federal
Reserve and their role was just accomplishing a partial role in executing the agenda.

 

This is the map they have released on September 17, 1973, on their “Regionalized and
Adaptive Model of the Global World System.” The maps show their ten kingdoms.
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Main members of The Club of Rome:

David Rockefeller 
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Bill Clinton (at this point I am starting to think he is an illegitimate son of some Rockefeller.
Single mother, no clear father and being the head of Club of Rome and President of the United
States. He is protected and what can be the real reason??)

 

 

 

Prince Hassan bin Talal; President of the Club of Rome. Keep an eye on him. President of
the Arab Thought Forum. Orchestrated the Oslo Peace Accords in 1993. CFR board
member,  UNESCO board member, Speaks seven languages. Is he related to Prince Al-
Waleed bin Talal?

 

 

 

Maurice Strong; Chief Policy Advisor to Kofi Annan
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Mikhail Gorbachev; former President of the Soviet Union

 

   

 

 

 

Al Gore; Chief charlatan of the climate change and, Ex-Vice President of the US.
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Robert Muller; Former Assistntretary General of the United Natio

  

 

 

 

Bill Gates 
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Kofi Annan; former Secretary General of the nited Nations

 

 

Javier Solana; Secretary General of the Council of the EU.

 

 

 

 

Jimmy Carter
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Anne Ehrlich; The Over-Population fear monger writer

 

 

 

 

Stephen Schneider; Stanford Professor of Biology and Global Change

 

 

 

 

Garret Hardin; Over-Population obsessed, Eugenics lover
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Diego Hidalgo; Founder and President of the European Council on Foreign Relations in
association with George Soros, Co-founder (with Gorbachev) of Club of Madrid

 

 

 

The Dalai Lama (surprised?)
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Ervin Laszlo: Founder and President of the Club of Budapest

 

 

 

 

Sir Crispin Tickell; Chairman of the ‘Gaia Society’, leading British climate change
campaigner, British Permanent Representative to the United Nations 

Father Berry Thomas; Fake prophet of eco-spirituality and global consciousness.

 

 

Gro Harlem Bruntland; Former President of Norway
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Javier Perez de Cuellar; Former Secretary General of the United Nations.

 

 

 

 

 

Influential members: Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands , Henry Kissinger, George Soros, Prince
Philippe of Belgium, Dona Sophia – Queen of Spain, Tony Blair, Juan Carlos I ; King of Spain,
Ted Turner , José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero; Prime Minister of Spain, Deepak Chopra, Desmond
Tutu; South African Bishop and activist, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, Timothy Wirth,  Helmut
Kohl, and many more…

 

“…we need to get some broad based support, to capture the public’s imagination…. So we
have to offer up scary scenarios, make simplified, dramatic statements and make little
mention of any doubts…. Each of us has to decide what the right balance is between

being effective and being honest.”

Stanford Professor Stephen Schneider
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The primary efforts to achieve this Constitution have been taken place, not by the people you
may expect.

The efforts have been taken by Mikhail Gorbachev and Pope Jean Paul II. Pope Jean Paul II
officially initiated the process of inter-religious unification of all religions under the Vatican. Of
course, this is not what the mainstream media expose. They are part of the plan and won’t do
anything against their plan. The plan should have been spread throughout the world in total
secrecy and silence. 

 

Mikhail Gorbachev had the significant role of dismantling USSR or The Soviet Union to create
weak and subordinate eastern countries and assisting in the creation of this Constitution. Pope
Jean Paul II was the holy figure to sanctify all these satanic movements and call them roads to
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save humanity.

 

9/11 was the official CLICK of the plan to justify the control.

 

The Earth Initiative document is short, only four pages, nothing like the United Nations’ ordinary
documents and the trick is right here. Whatever has been put in this document is made of short
relative adjectives which can be expanded on many things and used against many things.

In the field of law, no relative adjective is applicable. Legal definitions are crystal clear and there
is no place for lawmakers, judges or people to interpret. The stereotype is officially written and if
there is a need for further explanation, there will be footnotes and remarks to clear or upgrade
the legal articles. Nobody sends you to jail because you have been a “bad” boy. In terms of
breaking a law, the legal authority clearly defines where, when and how somebody has broken
the law.

While in this entire document which as Maurice strong declared has been designed to replace
“Ten Commandments,” is all smartly filled with relative adjectives and terms.

Who was present when Earth Charter was approved?

Lucis Trust which was originally registered under the name of “ Lucifer Publishing Company”
and changed its name after two years back in the 1920s  was present at Earth Charter Initiative
meeting and has distributed copies of prayers named ”the great invocation” during the meeting.

The Great Invocation is occult prayers and instructions.  Pay attention that this bizarre
ceremony was held in the United Nations as a new age prayer while Christian prayers were
forbidden even in schools. Their prayers’ intention was to reciting enough times of the prayers
to accelerate the coming of “their” messiah who is not our messiah. The savior of a Lucifer
Publishing Company can only be the Anti-Christ Lucifer. Correct me if I am wrong? None of
these was reported by the press at the time. I find it very interesting that the Earth Charter’s
focus is on “humanity and love” while you will see later that most of the people who have
designed it are depopulation advocates and eugenics scientists.
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Another organization which was present is The World Federalist Movement. Kofi Annan who is
deeply involved in the agenda as one of the main members of The Club of Rome gave the
Keynote address.
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The document consists of a PREAMBLE section, sixteen principles which the first four are the
“pillars” and THE WAY Forward as the conclusion. Below we see its content exactly as it is.

………………………………

The Earth Charter Initials
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“ PREAMBLE
We stand at a critical moment in Earth’s history, a time when humanity must choose its
future. As the world becomes increasingly interdependent and fragile, the future at once holds
great peril and great promise. To move forward we must recognize that in the midst of a
magnificent diversity of cultures and life forms we are one human family and one Earth
community with a common destiny. We must join together to bring forth a sustainable
global society founded on respect for nature, universal human rights, economic justice, and a
culture of peace. Towards this end, it is imperative that we, the peoples of Earth, declare our
responsibility to one another, to the greater community of life, and to future generations.”

Earth, Our Home
Humanity is part of a vast evolving universe. Earth, our home, is alive with a unique community
of life. The forces of nature make existence a demanding and uncertain adventure, but Earth
has provided the conditions essential to life’s evolution. The resilience of the community of life
and the well-being of humanity depend upon preserving a healthy biosphere with all its
ecological systems, a rich variety of plants and animals, fertile soils, pure waters, and clean air.
The global environment with its finite resources is a common concern of all peoples. The
protection of Earth’s vitality, diversity, and beauty is a sacred trust.

The Global Situation
The dominant patterns of production and consumption are causing environmental
devastation, the depletion of resources, and a massive extinction of species. Communities are
being undermined. The benefits of development are not shared equitably and the gap between
rich and poor is widening. Injustice, poverty, ignorance, and violent conflict are widespread and
the cause of great suffering. An unprecedented rise in human population has overburdened
ecological and social systems. The foundations of global security are threatened. These trends
are perilous—but not inevitable.

The Challenges Ahead
The choice is ours: form a global partnership to care for Earth and one another or risk the
destruction of ourselves and the diversity of life. Fundamental changes are needed in our
values, institutions, and ways of living. We must realize that when basic needs have been met,
human development is primarily about being more, not having more. We have the knowledge
and technology to provide for all and to reduce our impacts on the environment. The
emergence of a global civil society is creating new opportunities to build a democratic and
humane world. Our environmental, economic, political, social, and spiritual challenges are
interconnected, and together we can forge inclusive solutions.

Universal Responsibility
To realize these aspirations, we must decide to live with a sense of universal responsibility,
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identifying ourselves with the whole Earth community as well as our local communities. We
are at once citizens of different nations and of one world in which the local and global are
linked. Everyone shares responsibility for the present and future well-being of the human family
and the larger living world. The spirit of human solidarity and kinship with all life is strengthened
when we live with reverence for the mystery of being, gratitude for the gift of life, and humility
regarding the human place in nature. We urgently need a shared vision of basic values to
provide an ethical foundation for the emerging world community. Therefore, together
in hope we affirm the following interdependent principles for a sustainable way of life as a
common standard by which the conduct of all individuals, organizations, businesses,
governments, and transnational institutions is to be guided and assessed.

PRINCIPLES

The four pillars and sixteen principles of the Earth Charter are:[

I. Respect and Care for the Community of Life

1. Respect Earth and life in all its diversity.

2. Care for the community of life with understanding, compassion and love.

3. Build democratic societies that are just, participatory, sustainable and peaceful.

4. Secure Earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future generations.

II. Ecological Integrity

5. Protect and restore the integrity of Earth’s ecological systems, with special concern for
biological diversity and the natural processes that sustain life.
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6. Prevent harm as the best method of environmental protection and, when knowledge is
limited, apply a precautionary approach.

7. Adopt patterns of production, consumption and reproduction that safeguard Earth’s
regenerative capacities, human rights and community well-being.

8. Advance the study of ecological sustainability and promote the open exchange and wide
application of the knowledge acquired.

III. Social and Economic Justice

9. Eradicate poverty as an ethical, social and environmental imperative.

10. Ensure that economic activities and institutions at all levels promote human development in
an equitable and sustainable manner.

11. Affirm gender equality and equity as prerequisites to sustainable development and ensure
universal access to education, health care and economic opportunity.

12. Uphold the right of all, without discrimination, to a natural and social environment supportive
of human dignity, bodily health and spiritual well-being, with special attention to the rights of
indigenous peoples and minorities.

IV. Democracy, Nonviolence, and Peace

13. Strengthen democratic institutions at all levels, and provide transparency and accountability
in governance, inclusive participation in decision-making, and access to justice.

14. Integrate into formal education and lifelong learning the knowledge, values and skills
needed for a sustainable way of life.
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15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration.

16. Promote a culture of tolerance, nonviolence and peace.

 

THE WAY FORWARD

As never before in history, common destiny beckons us to seek a new beginning. Such renewal
is the promise of these Earth Charter principles. To fulfill this promise, we must commit
ourselves to adopt and promote the values and objectives of the Charter. This requires a
change of mind and heart. It requires a new sense of global interdependence and universal
responsibility. We must imaginatively develop and apply the vision of a sustainable way of life
locally, nationally, regionally, and globally. Our cultural diversity is a precious heritage and
different cultures will find their own distinctive ways to realize the vision. We must deepen and
expand the global dialogue that generated the Earth Charter, for we have much to learn from
the ongoing collaborative search for truth and wisdom.

Life often involves tensions between important values. This can mean difficult choices.
However, we must find ways to harmonize diversity with unity, the exercise of freedom with the
common good, short-term objectives with long-term goals. Every individual, family, organization,
and community has a vital role to play. The arts, sciences, religions, educational institutions,
media, businesses, nongovernmental organizations, and governments are all called to offer
creative leadership. The partnership of government, civil society, and business is essential for
effective governance.

In order to build a sustainable global community, the nations of the world must renew their
commitment to the United Nations, fulfill their obligations under existing international
agreements, and support the implementation of Earth Charter principles with an international
legally binding instrument on environment and development. Let ours be a time remembered for
the awakening of a new reverence for life, the firm resolve to achieve sustainability, the
quickening of the struggle for justice and peace, and the joyful celebration of life.

…………….
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According to Wikipedia:

“The idea of the Earth Charter originated in 1987, by Maurice Strong and Mikhail Gorbachev as
members of The Club of Rome, when the United Nations World Commission on Environment
and Development called for a new charter to guide the transition to sustainable development. In
1992, the need for a charter was urged by then–Secretary GeneralBoutros Boutros-Ghali at
the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit, but the time for such a declaration was not believed to be
right. The Rio Declaration became the statement of the achievable consensus at that time. In
1994, Maurice Strong (Chairman of the Earth Summit) and Mikhail Gorbachev, working through
organizations they each founded (the Earth Council and Green Cross International
 respectively), restarted the Earth Charter as a civil society initiative, with the help of the
government of the Netherlands.[2]”

Strong died in November 2015.[2]

“The Ark of Hope was created for a celebration of the Earth Charter held at Shelburne Farms,
Vermont on September 9, 2001.”[3]”

“The drafting of the text was done during a six-year worldwide consultation process
(1994–2000), overseen by the independent Earth Charter Commission, which was convened by
Strong and Gorbachev with the purpose of developing a global consensus on values and
principles for a sustainable future. The Commission continues to serve as the steward of the
Earth Charter text.

One of the members of the Earth Charter Commission and Steering Committee was Steven
Clark Rockefeller, who, among other things is professor emeritus of Religion at Middlebury
College and an advisory trustee of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.[4] According to a 2001
interview with Rockefeller,[5] he “chaired the Earth Charter international drafting committee”.
Other members included Amadou Toumani Touré (Mali), Princess Basma bint Talal
 (Jordan), Mohamed Sahnoun (Algeria), A. T. Ariyaratne (Sri Lanka), Wakako Hironaka
 (Japan), Erna Witoelar (Indonesia), Ruud Lubbers (The Netherlands), Federico Mayor
 (Spain), Mercedes Sosa (Argentina), Leonardo Boff (Brazil), Yolanda Kakabadse
(Ecuador), Shridath Ramphal (Guyana), Elizabeth May (Canada), Severn Cullis-Suzuki
 (Canada), and others.[6]

The final text of the Earth Charter was approved at a meeting of the Earth Charter Commission
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at the UNESCO headquarters in Paris in March 2000. The official launch was on 29 June 2000
in a ceremony at The Peace Palace in The Hague, Netherlands. Queen Beatrix of the
Netherlands attended the ceremony.”

………………….

 

 “The real goal of the Earth Charter is that it will,
in fact, become like the Ten Commandments.”

– Maurice Strong
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The Canadian oil and mineral businessman and Under-Secretary-General of the United
Nations; Maurice Frederick Strong, (April 29, 1929 – November 27, 2015) and his role in satanic
Earth Summit earned him Four Freedom Awards. Perhaps Earth Summit, held in Rio de
Janeiro; during June 3 -14th, 1992, is one of the first official ritual ceremonies that the satanic
cabal officially held in public. The meeting by itself was not a ritual, but Maurice’s wife together
with a group of wired witches and controversial transformationalists danced and meditated
around the fire with drum beats to hold “the energy pattern” during the summit while Luci Trust
had distributed the script of “the great invocation”satanic ritual. ” We are talking about 1992 so
don’t expect the newspapers of the time to write about the incident calling it a satanic ritual by
witches but that is what it would have been called today. In this fashion, they formed the new
covenant between humanity and Earth.

 

If you remember the bizarre mother earth, loving earth, ecosexuals and all these new earthy
religious ceremonies and rituals held before and after the 2016 election, you will have a better
understanding of this creepy ceremonies.

…………………………….

In an article on The Sun Co.UK we read:

 

‘THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO F*** TREES’: 

“Meet the ‘Ecosexuals’ who think having sex with the
earth could actually save it”

“The ultimate nature lovers have gathered in Sydney to ‘roll around in the dirt having an
orgasm”

SAVING the earth is something most of us want to do, but we draw the line at having sex with it.
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“Yet a group of people who call themselves “ecosexuals” are doing just that –in the belief that
sex with the earth will help it regenerate.”
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“Some people take it so seriously they even MARRY the earth.

Artists Annie Sprinkle and Elizabeth Stephens, who have published an “eco-sex manifesto” on
their website SexEcology said they’ve officiated wedding ceremonies where they and fellow
ecosexuals marry the earth, the moon, and other natural entities.

They have made several films on the theme and tour theatres with their show Dirty Sexecology:
25 Ways to Make Love to the Earth.”

…………………………..

 

“No matter if the science of global warming is all phony… climate change [provides] the
greatest opportunity to bring about justice and equality in the world.”

Christine Stewart, ex-Canadian Minister of the Environment

 

We don’t want to expand this nonsense. To read more you need to click on The Sun’s article
and know more.

After the Earth Summit, Maurice Strong formed the Earth Council, and Mikhail Gorbachev
founded the Green Cross International to establish the Earth Charter Commission. The
commission members claim to have “prayed” over every comma of the commission.
Interestingly, as these people push a global regime with a global religion hating Jesus Christ,
should we imagine them praying the Lucifer?
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Strong was involved in many financial scandals. He had a network of influential people and
interest groups which would let him execute Machiavellian political maneuverings on other
people. University For Peace was another scandal he was involved in. Some say he had his
own twilight zone to create scandals and get away with them.

As we stated before, governments of the world, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO’s) and
activist groups opened The Earth Dialogues at the United Nations to discuss how the general
public could be convinced to adopt the “covenant with the Earth” in a real and personal way.
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So what does this have with Christianity? Why the Vatican and other so-called religious leaders
distance themselves from Christian principles every day more and promote the “Secularism”
religion pushed by the United Enemies of The Nations and its sub-organizations like UNICEF,
UNESCO, and the European Union? Because conservatives have been the primary resistance
to this Charter and its man-made religion. A Roman Pope who says all religions lead to God
even if they are not Christian doesn’t seem a usual Pope. Does he? But this Secularism says
Christians are fanatic bigots who do not adopt new inter-religious doctrines and have committed
Crusades against the Muslim invaders of Europe while they should have been more “tolerant.”

 

 

The network of these people with their non-governmental organizations involving in every
sociopolitical aspect of the society act as grassroots engineering the nation and making rules-
regulations and claim to represent us, the people who have never elected them. They decide for
us using these fabricated institutions.
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Practically, The Club of Rome, The Ditchely Foundation, the Council on Foreign Relations, the
G20, G7, the Trilateral Commission, the Royal Institution of International Affairs, and the Club of
Madrid are all their tools to just pass the ball from one to another and the goal is to keep the ball
in their ground. Many many groups and organizations with different names, different tasks which
all serve the main group: The Bilderberg, the primary weapon of the Cabal running the show.

 

On its forum “meeting minutes” where the essential statements of the Earth Charter Initials
have been registered we read:

“The ethics of intolerant righteousness and the greed of short-term gain, as these cannot lead
us to sustainable development. It is clear that our religious institutions have barely begun to

articulate the core values of sustainable development. In their fundamentalist – fanatical forms,
religions throughout history have justified terrorism, jihads, and crusades against people who

hold different beliefs and against the Earth itself.”

“The spirit of human solidarity and kinship with all life is strengthened when we live with
reverence for the mystery of being, gratitude for the gift of life, and humility regarding the human

place in nature.”

“Form a global partnership to care for Earth and one another or risk the destruction of ourselves
and the diversity of life. Fundamental changes are needed in our values, institutions, and ways

of living.”

“A declaration of fundamental values and principles for building a just, sustainable, and
peaceful global society in the 21st century. Created by the largest global consultation process

ever associated with an international declaration, endorsed by thousands of organizations
representing millions of individuals, the Earth Charter seeks to inspire in all peoples a sense of

global interdependence and shared responsibility for the well-being of the human family and the
larger living world. It is an expression of hope and a call to help create a global partnership at a

critical juncture in history.”
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“Little by little a planetary prayer book is

thus being composed by an increasingly united

humanity seeking its oneness. Once again,

but this time on a universal scale, humankind is

seeking no less than its reunion with ‘divine,’

its transcendence into higher forms of life. Hindus

call our earth Brahma, or God, for they rightly

see no difference between our earth and the divine.

This ancient simple truth is slowly dawning again upon

humanity, as we are about to enter our cosmic age

and become what we were always meant to be:

the planet of god.”
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– Robert Muller,

 

 

former UN Assistant Secretary-General

“What an incredible planet in the universe this will be

when we will be one human family living in justice,

peace, love, and harmony with our divine Earth,

with each other and with the heavens.”

– Robert Muller,
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former UN Assistant Secretary-General

 

 

“- I dream that the United Nations flag and United Nations hymn composed by Pablo Casals will
spread worldwide and that 24 October, anniversary of the birth of the United Nations, will be

celebrated in all countries as is recommended by the General Assembly.”

Robert Muller

 

“Know this planet

Love this planet
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Care for this planet

For you come from Mother Earth

And you will return to Mother Earth”

Robert Muller
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As you see the focus is on mankind and a spiritual relation with earth. Earth is the
“divine,” and everything goes around man. The GAIA agenda and the return to the
garden of Eden but an Eden which has nothing to do with God but with the earth itself.
The denial of God is in every phrase and message of the Earth Charter. A mix of all
religions at first glance but looking deeper, an earth-worshiping religion. Pray to earth,
praise earth, mother earth, sex with earth, all to shift the tradition into a ritualistic human-
made doctrine which its final revelation will be praising the Lucifer, but it is so soon to
declare it officially.

 

 

 

In an article on Natutalnews.Com we read about David Wilcock’s departure from GAIA TV over
its Luciferian religion.

David Wilcock leaving GAIA over “Luciferian” agenda
divide

Thursday, July 12, 2018 by: Mike Adams

 
 

 

  
 
 

“(Natural News) According to numerous media reports and a leaked email, David Wilcock
of DivineCosmos.com is leaving GAIA TV over some rather sharp disagreements, including
what Wilcock describes as a “Luciferian” agenda involving the GAIA show called Ancient
Civilizations.”

Read the rest of the article here.
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……………………………..

 

Although we believe in love, humanity and spiritual enlightenment, this is not enlightenment at
all. repetition of good words don’t bring good deeds but more importantly, spiritual
enlightenment doesn’t bring rules, regulations, laws and won’t put you in jail for the hate crime.
It is not an obligatory transformation and won’t change the shape of governments, engineer the
weather, cover the sun with chemtrails and will never be considered as “Ten Commandments.”
Spiritual enlightenment does not discriminate some over the other because of their religion or
identity politics and it doesn’t have a global parliament, army, and monetary system. It doesn’t
bring coercive education and it won’t keep people dependent on what the Club of Rome thinks
and the glory of the masters in the Bilderberg group. And by the Bilderberg, we insist on one
person: Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands.

 

 

When we know this earth-worshiping GAIA religion and its sustainable fearmongering lifestyle
that water, food and all resources are vanishing and the earth is exploding comes from the Club
of Rome, we have the proof that this love is different from the unconditional love of God that we
have been living with. Look at the dominant terminology on GAIA TV to see if they are any
different from the terminology on Earth Charter Initials.
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“Do not do unto the environment of others what

you do not want done to your own environment..

My hope is that this Charter will be a kind of

Ten Commandments, a ‘Sermon on the Mount’,

that provides a guide for human behavior toward the

environment in the next century.”

– Mikhail Gorbachev

                                        General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union  
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In fact, 8000 army men of the Earth Charter are settled and placed in Denmark from the
moment of the Earth Charter’s birth. God knows how large have that army expanded during the
years?  

 

 According to the Club of Rome “Mankind at the Turning Point”1974 ’s report: “Now is the time
to draw up a master plan for sustainable growth and world development based on global
allocation of all resources and a new global economic system. Ten or twenty years from today it
will probably be too late.”
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Now look at their “The First Global Revolution, 1993’s report: ( P 115)

“In searching for the new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat
of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. In their totality and their
interactions, these phenomena do constitute a common threat which demands the solidarity of
all peoples. But in designating them as the enemy, we fall into the trap about which we have
already warned, by human intervention and it is only through changing attitudes and behaviors
that they can be overcome. The real enemy, then, is humanity itself. “

Comparing these two reports reveals in less than twenty years, they already have what they
have planted.

 

Let’s review the Earth Charter Initials and as usual;
“translate” the important items to “people’s language” so
everybody can see the true meaning behind the elitist
language and their mysterious relative adjectives.

 

(Parenthesis hold my interpretation)

PRINCIPLES

 

“The four pillars and sixteen principles of the Earth Charter are:

I. “Respect and Care for the Community of Life.” (Respect and Care are not definitive. If a
phrase is so severe as they claim to be considered as “Ten Commandments” or policies
in which individual national laws should be designed upon, they should be “definitive
and clear.”The community of life? What criteria determine the Community of Life? Every
living being? Animals over humans? Earth over human beings? Are respect and care
used to attack undesired behavior as hateful? Hate speech as lack of respect?)

 

1.  
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“Respect Earth and life in all its diversity.” (Again “respect.” Life in all its
diversity. What this suppose to mean? Is this item talking about “biodiversity?”
Transhumanism? It certainly doesn’t speak of racial diversity as it is not “a form
of life.” Humanity is humanity, regardless of racial differences so what will be a
diverse “life”? Is it talking about lifestyle? Bizzare forms of life like a 10-year-old
drag kid?)

 

2.  

“Care for the community of life with understanding, compassion and love.”
(Compassion and love for the community of life. How? Animal eating prohibition
with the excuse of respecting the community of life? Forbiddance of consuming
food because it belongs to future generations?)

 

3.  

“Build democratic societies that are just, participatory, sustainable and peaceful.”
(Democracy, we have talked a lot about democracy. Wherever the cabal is in peril,
they cry “democracy is in danger”. Democracy is the dictatorship of the majority.
America is the Constitutional Republic to prevent any dictatorship whether it is a
tyrant or the majority. However, the remaining Nazis of the United Enemies of the
Nations never mean democracy when they pronounce this term. Their democracy
is what is right for them. What is good for them is good and what is good for you
doesn’t matter.)

(Just? What is just? Again another relative adjective. Who determines what is just if the
rule of law, tradition, and Christianity won’t be valid anymore? Any idea against Stalin
and Mao were unjust according to communism. Any idea against Sharia law is unjust
according to Islamic countries. Any sane individual seems insane in a mental institution
so what is just?)

(Regarding what ground? An earth-worshiping religion? A cannibal, pedophile, corrupt
group of satanic elites? Will sacrificing babies to Lucifer be as just as murdering the
unborn?)

*(“Participatory, sustainable and peaceful.” What do they mean by participatory?
Participation in what? Forced labor? Forced micro-chips? Forced digital monetary
system? Forces parents who lose their child because of overpopulation or because of
opposing their sex change? What if free people do not want to participate in anything
that the government determines?? We have the freedom of not participating. Mandatory
participation means concentration camps.)

*(Sustainable? The most used terminology as a coverup for everything. The most
repeated “keyword” in agenda21, 2023, Global Governance 2052, Agenda 2052, Club of
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Rome, the Bilderberg, and Earth Charter. Sustainable is the key, the solution and the
great deception that I dedicated my forthcoming book to it.)

(Sustainable is indefinite, and in my new book, I proved that they use it as a sword to cut,
eliminate, remove and destroy what they decide, as they decide, and when they decide.)

(Sustainable is the most dangerous word in modern history.)

(In some future, your food is not sustainable, your transportation is not sustainable, your
reproduction is not sustainable, and the list will go on as high as including even the SUN.
Our planet SUN someday will not be sustainable. God, I hate this word.)

(And the final term of this principle: Peace. Be sure that the peace you know is way
different from the peace mentioned here. This peace means slavery. Being silent and
open to anything they decide. This peace means abolishing the Second and the First
Amendments as the Second protects the First. This peace means the end of sovereignty
— the end of free will. This peace means a global satanic regime with the United Nations
as the head of a worldwide government and a strict 24/7 control of what you do. It means
no privacy, and that means no property.)

 

4.  

“Secure Earth’s bounty and beauty for present and future generations.” (The
same as principle 3 as anything may threaten Earth’s bounty and beauty. “Future
generations” is only a means of controlling and restricting the current generation.
Then when the next generation is born they will again be controlled and restricted
with the excuse of a future third generation and the cycle goes on forever.)

 

1.  

“Ecological Integrity

 

5.  

“Protect and restore the integrity of Earth’s ecological systems, with special
concern for biological diversity and the natural processes that sustain life.”
(Fossil fuels as the target. Biological diversity already explained above. Climate
change and weather engineering here is the objective and justified. All GMO
measurements including chemtrails are in action to create the desired situation in
which they can claim global warming is happening. They practically cover the
sun, carpet the sky, poison the food and water, creating the effects of global
warming to prove global warming exists.)
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6.  

“Prevent harm as the best method of environmental protection and, when
knowledge is limited, apply a precautionary approach.” *(The precautionary
principle is the focus of my new book. Reread this principle and when you did, do
it again. This is the core of the New World Order. It says “when knowledge is
limited apply a precautionary principle. Therefore, when their science is anti-
science with zero evidence and when their false predictions don’t come true,
continue to abuse the United Nations’ power, do it anyway and use the excuse of
the precautionary principle. So if they can’t prove the global warming “theory”
cling on it by any means because it MAY be true! and adopt patterns of
production, consumption, and reproduction that safeguard Earth’s regenerative
capacities, human rights, and community well-being.)*

 

7.  

“Adopt patterns of production, consumption, and reproduction that
safeguard Earth’s regenerative capacities, human rights, and community
well-being.” (They say: Don’t eat, don’t consume and don’t kill animals to
use their meat. It will harm the process of reproduction of ANIMALS, and
we don’t care about humans. Animals over humans are the next
regulations. Earth cannot produce for “the next generation” so we will
make laws to see if we let you plant a seed, water it or eat meat. Food
monopoly is our goal, and we don’t know how to announce it officially, so
we blame Earth’s regenerative capacity. Community well-being is also our
next regulations. We don’t care about individual rights anymore. You
don’t have any right from now on if you threaten the well being of the
community or offend other people’s feelings.)

 

8.  

“Advance the study of ecological sustainability and promote the open exchange
and wide application of the knowledge acquired.” (The geo-engineering
universities and courses popping up like toxic mushrooms all created and
developed by the United Nations to hire, train, and brainwash the students and
establish the belief of global warming. When students study the global warming
agenda in universities and employed by the global engineering companies, its
inaccuracy and lack of proof would be the last thing they will think of after
graduation. How possibly can an academy offer a course which is prompted by
the United Nations but has no valid basis? Those students will believe the agenda
just like a religion. “Wide application of the knowledge required” is the
manifestation of what Andrew Breitbart said: “The power of propaganda is to say
something enough times that it becomes the big lie.” This is their tactic and
propaganda: The NLP Manipulative repetition.)
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III. “Social and Economic Justice” (Socialism and hidden Communism)

 

“Eradicate poverty as an ethical, social and environmental imperative.” (This is a huge
argument. To make it brief, establishing the minimum wage will not eradicate poverty but

distributes the wealth of other people. We don’t need minimum wage like communist
countries. We need jobs. On what basis a government pays minimum wage and free

medicare to everyone? Who pays for it?? However, in my upcoming book where I could
widely explain what do these elite mean by “poverty,” you will realize that the magic

word is “population” and not poverty.)

 

10.  

“Ensure that economic activities and institutions at all levels promote human
development in an equitable and sustainable manner.” (This is why companies
and institutions hire on the basis of identity politics and NWO agenda. They are
following this blueprint. Sustainable is the key.)

 

11.  

“Affirm gender equality and equity as prerequisites to sustainable development
and ensure universal access to education, health care and economic
opportunity.” (Here comes the gender dysphoria and it comes forcefully as a
prerequisite to employment and don’t be fooled by universal access to education,
healthcare and economic opportunity as it is not for you, but the gender
confused. This principle says promote gender confusion and dedicate them the
employment top priorities.)

 

 12.“Uphold the right of all, without discrimination, to a natural and social environment
supportive of human dignity, bodily health and spiritual well-being, with special attention
to the rights of indigenous peoples and minorities.” (How upholding the right of all
considers special attention to some? Selective empathy patronizes a special group over
a discriminated one, and there can’t be special attention to one group without
discrimination against another.)
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IV. “Democracy, Nonviolence, and Peace” (Nonviolence is the means of
suppression. Hate speech is the best example of this notion. Whatever not
tolerated by the tyrant will be called violent or promoting violence and hate.
Democracy and peace are explained above.)

 

13. “Strengthen democratic institutions at all levels, and provide transparency and
accountability in governance, inclusive participation in decision-making, and
access to justice. Secular, justice, inclusive.” (Democratic institutions are social
justice institutions and watchdogs. Otherwise, what are these democratic
institutions? Transparency and accountability are the flow of lawsuits on the
government when it doesn’t bow down before the left destructive policies.
Inclusive participation and access to justice again imply the same thing.
Secular=their anti-Christian fake democracy, justice= social justice warriors who
fight privacy, property, and sovereignty, and inclusive= is when drag queens and
hardline Islamists shape the rule of law)

 

14. “Integrate into formal education and lifelong learning the knowledge, values and
skills needed for a sustainable way of life.” *(very important principle. Forced
institutional education. Forced language and politically correct language and
terminology. Governmental education and outlawing homeschooling. Now listen
here: Learning and knowledge, values and skills needed for A SUSTAINABLE
WAY OF LIFE. Not education and values of a free individual but the values that the
government considers necessary and sustainable to comply with the elites
dictated way of life.)*

(whenever I type “man” like when we say mankind or manmade, “word application gives
me a notification to change man and use humankind or humanmade as “man” is not
inclusive.)

In an article on VoiceOfEurope.com we see:

 

New EU rulebook advises to avoid the word “man” and say
“humankind” instead of “mankind”

 By LAURA CAT  27 December 2018
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HBRH / shutterstock.com

The members of the European Parliament have just received a new rulebook. Officials
and MEPs were given their “English Style Guide: A handbook for authors and translators
in the European Commission” in which they are given rules for writing, including now a
guide for gender neutrality.

In other words, what words they can and can’t say, they have been asked to refrain for the
“generic use of man” when they speak.

 

 
 

 

Officials and MEPs in the European Parliament have been sent a guidebook on using
gender-neutral language in communications including avoiding the “generic use of
man”. Such as ‘man made’ ‘mankind ‘ absolute bollocks.

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/kipling2016/status/1078233189859106816

 

According to the rulebook, “Gender-neutral or gender-inclusive language is more than a matter
of political correctness. Language powerfully reflects and influences attitudes, behaviour
and perceptions”.

“Much existing EU legislation is not gender-neutral and the masculine pronouns ‘he’ etc. are
used generically to include women. However, gender-neutral language is nowadays preferred
wherever possible.
“In practice, gender-neutral drafting means two things:
? avoiding nouns that appear to assume that a man rather than a woman will perform a
particular role: ‘chairman’ is the most obvious example;
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? avoiding gender-specific pronouns for people who may be either male or female. “

Some more examples of preferred speech are words such as:
* “political leaders” is preferred to “statesman”
* “artificial” or “synthetic” is preferred to “man-made”
* “businessperson” in place of “businessman” or “businesswoman”
* and “tradesperson” would be preferred to “tradeswoman” or “tradesman”

The rulebook as described by the EU body “aims to avoid phrasings that could be seen as
conveying prejudice, discrimination, degrading remarks or implying that a certain gender or
social gender represents the norm.” The purpose of the guidelines is to encourage a non-sexist,
inclusive and fair language, the secretariat of the European Parliament asserts.

Members of the European parliament reacted to the warnings of using the word ‘man’ in the
gender neutrality rulebook. They called them “absolute b*llocks”.

…………………………….

 

(Now pay attention to my question. How these typing applications send me notifications
about new policies and rulebooks of the EU, a nanny state under the UN? When did these
policies of language invaders penetrate into writing styles and language patterns? I tried
other online applications. The result was the same. Who is dictating me what to say?
Language belongs to everyone. Every group with any political view. Who has the
authority over our freedom to instruct us how to use the English language? People in
search of their identity can search it forever but have no right to impose their confusion
on others and invade our rights.)

 

15.” Treat all living beings with respect and consideration.” (Respect is the ground for
“hate accusation.” What is respect? Would you disrespect an individual if you hurt
his/her “feelings”? The social justice warriors’ background shows yes, you will
disrespect snowflakes by hurting their feelings. They are trained by the education
system and the media to “be offended,” but that will cost “you” not them. You should
ignore “your” individual rights to avoid offending crybabies. How will this change a free
nation?)

 

16. “Promote a culture of tolerance, nonviolence and peace.” *(I am sure you are very
familiar with this one. The “tolerance-related” attacks by the media, schools,
universities, pro-migration militias, the Pope and the Vatican, Hillary Clinton and
her followers are the finest examples of this principle. Now you know where is the
origin of these attacks. It is the globalist “fashion” to accuse. In this principle, a
combination of tolerance, nonviolence, and peace perfectly reveals the social
justice warriors agenda of the progressive left, community organizers and Antifa
role players. When they need to push their agenda, there is always one of these
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labels to cement on you. The sexist, racist, misogynist, xenophobic, tags are all
useful to target your degree of tolerance, violence, and prevention of their
suppressive peace. Besides, as usual in their elitist deceptive language, nothing
is definitive. What are the criteria of tolerance? When men walk in their stripper
tongues in the middle of the street and in front of our children during gay parades
and all of their packages are almost in exposure, are we intolerant calling them
out? If you doubt this, just object them once but the next day be prepared and
when your video surfs on the internet don’t be afraid to be disqualified by your
employer as an intolerant bigot.)*

 

Conclusion:

The story of the cabal and their shenanigans are out there. Whether by
myself or other patriots, members and their plots have been investigated
from many angles. This article is another piece of the puzzle that guides us
on the road to track their background. There should have been a written
plan, otherwise how all institutions, businesses, universities and
environmental agencies are following the same religion?

The United Nations has been unmasked. Its charter is evil and oppressive.
The existence of agenda 21, 2030, 2025, 2052 and others referred above are
facts but what was the foundation to connect these agendas to
policymakers and force them to obey the United Nations’ policies?

The cabal created both wars to change the geopolitics of the world. They
created communism as their proxy army, and they dismantled communism
at the right moment to get their United Nations and other international
organizations.

The United Nations created Unicef, Unesco,… and the European Union. Nato
was built. All in the name of peace and unity. The United Nations’ evil
charter was hidden from the public. Resolutions and agreements came from
left and right. International courts and laws were all pillars of the main
foundation: The United Nations. It grew bigger and bigger. More power,
more presence. The United Nations’ attacked all obstacles and removed
them. The Shah of Iran, Saddam Hussein, Gaddafi, and many other
nationalist leaders. The goal was Urasia (all fully explained in RING OF THE
CABAL) Or the massive geopolitical shift of the globe. They started to
reinforce the unions. The Bilderberg group was the supervisor of all
changes and minor reunions and organizations. They founded
an unannounced global government which its criteria and decisions were all
in power. They needed a constitution, and the Earth Charter was this
Constitution. They could never proclaim to have enabled this global
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government, so they needed all economic, political, juridical, educational,
medical, entertainment and mass media to acknowledge this government by
gradually executing its principles to shift the culture, narrative, behavior,
and mindset of the nations to fit the hidden government of the cabal. When
they felt the need of additional organizations to raise the number in favor of
themselves, they created new ones. The Earth Charter was that piece of
paper which obligated all governments to match themselves with this
constitution by creating the laws which it demands. The governments did
so. The paper affected all businesses, media and advertisements, fashion
industry, education, the legal system, and etc. This piece of paper full of
green lies dictates all to all.

The Earth Charter Initials not only promotes deceptive propaganda made of
false predictions that bullies scientific facts, but It also legalizes severe
censorship. The voices of over a hundred scientists including atmospheric
physicists, climatologists, meteorologist and etc., who have publicly
disagreed with the cinematographic global warming consensus have been
silenced. You never hear of any of them by the news bullhorns.

 

That’s why all advertisements on YouTube have the same
message, use the same stereotypes of individuals to play a role in
their ads. That’s why universities teach the same patterns that
porn movies exhibit. That’s why google, apple, facebook, twitter,
and youtube eliminate conservative profiles using “tolerance”
principle. That’s why Tim Cook declares “it is a sin not to
eliminate hate speech” (conservative) from their platform. Because
they have these green principles to fight us with their
selective/indefinite tolerance, peace, justice, nonviolence, and
respect. 

There is another law above the rule of law, and that law is the
United Nations’ Constitution or Earth Charter Initiative and its
green lies are greenlights to human sovereignty invaders. 

Spread the awareness.

 

    Tweet 
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